~A selective list of books you may find useful in your research~

**Research Guides**
- 977.5 W75gaa: Genealogical Research: An Introduction to the Resources of the State Historical Society of WI. (1960)
- 977.502 G82un: Guide to Archives and Manuscripts in the University of Wisconsin–Green Bay Area Research Center. (2001)
- 977.5 W75ga: Guide to the Manuscripts of the Wisconsin Historical Society. (1944)
- 977.5 W75gab: Guide to the Manuscripts of the Wisconsin Historical Society: Supplement Number One. (1957)
- 977.5 W75gac: Guide to the Manuscripts of the Wisconsin Historical Society: Supplement Number Two. (1966)
- 977.502 M265wa: Guide to the Wisconsin Jewish Archives at the State Historical Society of Wisconsin. (1992)
- 977.5 D37gu: Guide to the Wisconsin State Archives. (1967)
- 977.5 C131pL: Place Names of Wisconsin (1998)
- 977.5 R95sa: Searching for Your Wisconsin Ancestors in the Wisconsin Libraries. (2001)
- 977.5 P281wi: Wisconsin History: An Annotated Bibliography. (1999)
- 977.502 M265w: Women’s History: Resources at the State Historical Society of Wisconsin. 5th ed. (1997)

**Biographical**
- 977.5 W75d: Dictionary of Wisconsin Biography. (1960)
- 977.5 P27s: Some Pioneer Families of Wisconsin: An Index. 3 vols.
- 977 T58u: Upper Midwest German Biographical Index. (1993)

**Cemeteries**
- 977.5 H43c: Cemetery Locations in Wisconsin. (1998)

**Census**
- 977.5 N622: 1930 Census Enumeration Districts, State of Wisconsin.
- 977.5 J13wha: State Census Index, Wisconsin 1842.
- 977.5 J13w: Wisconsin 1836 Census Index.
- 977.5 W75455: Wisconsin 1846.

**Church Records**
- 977.5 H618di: Directory of Churches and Religious Organizations in Wisconsin. (1941)
- 929.13 M662g: German Immigrants in American Church Records. [vols. 2-5 cover Wisconsin]
- 977.5 H618g: Guide to Church Vital Statistics Records in Wisconsin. (1942)

**Directories**
- 977.5 P14d: Directory of Wisconsin Physicians, 1886.
- 977 P442i: Index of about 11,000 1911 Michigan and Wisconsin Billiard Hall & Saloon Merchants.
- 977.6 P56p: Physicians’, Dentists’ and Druggists’ Directory (for 1890) of Minnesota and Wisconsin.
- 977.5 P75: Wisconsin State Gazetteer and Business Directory 1891-2. 3 vols.
Gazetteers & Maps
977.5 At65wi Atlas of Historical County Boundaries Wisconsin.
977.5 W15a Atlas of the State of Wisconsin. (1876)
977.5 St2g Ghost Towns of Wisconsin.
977.5 H617 Historical Atlas of Wisconsin. (1878)
977.5 V86i Indian Names on Wisconsin’s Map.
977.5 H91w Wisconsin Gazetteer. (1853)
977.5 W7556 Wisconsin Place Names.
977.5 P75 Wisconsin State Gazetteer and Business Directory 1891-2. 3 vols.
977.5 W7591 Wisconsin’s Past and Present: A Historical Atlas.

Military
973.74 Aa1milj Admission Applications, 1867-1872, National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers, Northwestern Branch, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
977.5 H478ci Civil War Soldiers in Wisconsin Soldier Homes, 1885.
973.74 W75qa Genealogical Index for Quiner’s Military History of Wisconsin in the War for the Union.
977.5 St29g Guide to the Good War: Resources on World War II in the Archives of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin. (1994)
973.74 W75qb Military History of Wisconsin...in the War for the Union. (1866) reprint.
977.5 H478heo Operation Iraqi Freedom Wisconsin Casualties.
977.5 P387 Pensioners on the Roll as of January 1, 1883 (living in Wisconsin).
977.5 H478re Registers from Wisconsin Civil War Veterans’ Reunions.
977.5 M78re Researching Your Civil War Ancestors in Wisconsin. (1994)
973.74 W75w Roster of Wisconsin Volunteers, War of the Rebellion, 1861-1865. 2 vols. (regiment)
973.74 W75wi Wisconsin Census Enumeration 1895: Names of Ex-Soldiers and Sailors Residing in Wisconsin, June 20, 1895.
973.74 W75heao Wisconsin Civil War Soldiers Buried in Ohio Cemeteries.
973.74 W75shfg Wisconsin Civil War Veterans Living in Nebraska in 1893.
973.74 W75L Wisconsin in the War of the Rebellion: A History of All Regiments and Batteries. (1866)
973.74 W75wc Wisconsin Losses in the Civil War: A List of the Names of Wisconsin Soldiers Killed in Action, Mortally Wounded or Dying from Other Causes in the Civil War.
973.74 W75wis Wisconsin Soldiers and Sailors Reunion Roster. (1880)
977.5 H478hea Wisconsin Soldiers Living in Soldier Homes, 1895.
973.74 W75wb Wisconsin Volunteers War of the Rebellion. (alpha)
977.5 H478wie Wisconsin World War I Soldiers Buried or Memorialized in Overseas Cemeteries.
940.410 W75g Wisconsin’s Gold Star List: Soldiers, Sailors, Marines, and Nurses from the Badger State Who Died in the Federal Service During the World War.
940.410 W75h With the Wisconsin National Guard on the Mexican Border in 1916-1917.
977.502 M64heac World War II Veterans Buried in Wood National Cemetery, Wood, Wisconsin A-Z.

Native American
977 At6 Atlas of Great Lakes Indian History.

Newspapers
977.502 G82no Index to Green Bay Newspapers, 1833-1840.

Periodicals
977.5 W75c v.21 Index to Vols. 1-20 Wisconsin Historical Collections.
977.5 W7554 Wisconsin Magazine of History.
977.5 W7554a Wisconsin Magazine of History, Index.
977.5 W7559na Wisconsin State Genealogical Society Newsletter.
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